Thermal evolution models of Earth's core constrain the power available to the geodynamo process that generates the geomagnetic field, the evolution of the solid inner core and the thermal history of the overlying mantle. Recent upward revision of the thermal conductivity of liquid iron mixtures by a factor of 2-3 has drastically reduced the estimated power available to generate the present-day geomagnetic field. Moreover, this high conductivity increases the amount of heat that is conducted out of the core down the adiabatic gradient, bringing it into line with the highest estimates of present-day core-mantle boundary heat flow. These issues raise problems with the standard scenario of core cooling in which the core has remained completely well-mixed and relatively cool for the past 3.5 Ga. This paper presents cooling histories for Earth's core spanning the last 3.5 Ga to constrain the thermodynamic conditions corresponding to marginal dynamo evolution, i.e. where the ohmic dissipation remains just positive over time. The radial variation of core properties is represented by polynomials, which gives good agreement with radial profiles derived from seismological and mineralogical data and allows the governing energy and entropy equations to be solved analytically. Time-dependent evolution of liquid and solid light element concentrations, the melting curve and gravitational energy are calculated for an Fe-O-S-Si model of core chemistry. A suite of cooling histories are presented by varying the inner core boundary density jump, thermal conductivity and amount of radiogenic heat production in the core. All models where the core remains superadiabatic predict an inner core age of 600 Myr, about two times younger than estimates based on old (lower) thermal conductivity estimates, and core temperatures that exceed present estimates of the lower mantle solidus prior to the last 0.5-1.5 Ga. Allowing the top of the core to become strongly subadiabatic in recent times pushes the onset of inner core nucleation back to ∼1.5 Gyr, but the ancient core temperature still implies a partially molten mantle prior to ∼2 Ga. Based on these results, the scenario of a long-lived basal magma ocean and subadiabatic present-day core seems hard to avoid.
Introduction
tion mixes the outer core to a basic state of hydrostatic equilibrium, uniform composition to far exceed lateral variations (Stevenson, 1987) and so all variables are assumed to vary 124 only in radius r with r o the CMB and r i (t) the ICB, which changes in time t as the inner core grows. These approximations are also taken to hold in the inner core. Although the 126 4 viability of inner core convection is currently the subject of debate (see Buffett, 2009; Pozzo et al., 2014 , for a discussion), Labrosse et al. (1997) suggest that this assumption has only a 128 minor effect on the results. With these approximations, the energy balance can be written 
where
and 132 C r = 1 (dT m /dP ) r=r i − (∂T a /∂P ) r=r i
Here the density ρ(r), gravity g(r), gravitational potential ψ(r), pressure P (r), thermal time. This is shown to be a good approximation in Figure 6 below. Note that Q cmb contains 140 the total temperature T rather than the adiabatic temperature. n is the outward normal to 141 the surface S, which encloses the volume V of the core; V oc is the volume of the outer core.
142
Equation (1) states that the total CMB heat flow Q cmb is balanced by heat released from 143 cooling the core Q s , latent heat release due to the phase change at the ICB Q L , gravitational 144 energy due to the segregation of light elements into the liquid phase on freezing Q g , heat 145 released due to slow contraction of the core Q P +Q PL and radiogenic heating Q r . It describes 146 the thermal evolution of the core but does not explicitly contain the magnetic field B and 147 hence does not say anything about maintaining the geodynamo. B does appear in the 148 entropy balance, which can be written 1 µ 2 0
This equation shows that three positive definite sources of entropy, the Ohmic heating E J ,
150
entropy of thermal conduction E k , and the entropy of molecular diffusion of light elements 151 E a , balance entropy production associated with secular cooling E s , gravitational energy 152 release E g , latent heat release E L , contraction E P + E PL , radiogenic heating E r and heat of 153 reaction E h . Here the viscous dissipation, which is supposed to be small in the core (Gubbins 154 et al., 2003) , has been neglected. Note that the definition of heat of reaction differs from 155 that given in Gubbins et al. (2004) ; this issue was identified by F. Nimmo (pers comms).
156
Equations (1) and (4) can be written in the compact form Nimmo, 157 
2007)
158
where Q L =Q L (dT o /dt) and similarly for other terms. The tilde quantities can be calculated 159 using knowledge of the radial variation of core properties. Equations (5) show that knowledge 160 of the CMB heat-flux Q cmb and the amount of radiogenic heat production per unit mass h 161 determines the cooling rate of the core dT o /dt and hence the Ohmic heating E J . E J can 162 be related to the gravitational energy that drives convective motion (Buffett et al., 1996) 163 and hence represents the fraction of the input energy that ends up doing useful work by 164 generating magnetic field. dT o /dt is also related to the growth rate of the inner core, dr i /dt,
165
by 166
Equally, specifying E J and h determines dT o /dt and Q cmb . Owing to the significant uncer-
167
tainties in E J and Q cmb , both approaches are considered in this work.
168

6
It should be noted that equations (1) and (4) do not explicitly contain the fluid velocity.
The fact that the core is vigorously convecting is implicit in the formulation because it is 170 assumed that this convection maintains an adiabatic and compositionally uniform state when 171 short timescale phenomena are averaged out. The main product of the geodynamo process,
172
B, appears in the entropy balance although it does not need to be evaluated explicitly
173
because determining E J is enough to assess the viability of dynamo action. Therefore,
174
equations (5) allow the long-term evolution of the core to be determined without requiring 175 detailed knowledge of the fluid flow or magnetic field.
176
The following sections describe the expressions used to evaluate the integrals in equations
177
(1) and (4) and the model of core chemistry. The term "core structure" is used to refer to 178 the radial variation of core properties. 
Core structure
180
The radial variation of ρ(r), g(r), ψ(r), P (r), T m (r), T a (r) and k(r) is approximated by 181 polynomials, which allows the integrals in equations (1) and (4) to be written analytically.
182
The form of the expressions is chosen primarily to fit observational data rather than from 183 theoretical considerations. Present-day core structure is now fairly well-known. Unfortu-
184
nately, information on past core structure is almost non-existent. Cooling on the adiabat is 185 independent of position to a good approximation , suggesting that past 186 and present adiabatic profiles will be similar. Indeed, the cooling contribution to other fields
187
(density, etc) should also not significantly affect the time variation of their radial profiles.
188
Contraction could change the radial variation of core properties, but these effects are small 189 for the present-day and are shown below to make a small contribution
190
to the long-term core evolution. We therefore take the view that obtaining a good fit to 191 present-day core structure is of particular importance. Alternative expressions for radial 192 core structure have been used in previous studies (e.g. Labrosse et al., 1997; Nimmo, 2014) 193 and these will be discussed in section 3. 
Density
195
Core density is taken from the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) (Dziewonski 196 and Anderson, 1981). Dziewonski and Anderson (1981) give a polynomial fit to the PREM 197 density data, which can be written as
where the ρ oc i are coefficients evaluated from a least squares fit of (7) to the outer core
199
PREM density data and ρ 
The mass of the whole core M c = M ic + M oc . The variation of gravity g across the inner 204 core is given by
Denoting g(r i ) by g Equations (10) and (11) preserve continuity of g across the ICB.
207
The variation of the gravitational potential across the outer core is needed to evaluate In both equations (11) and (12) the second and third terms in square brackets arise 210 from the ICB density jump. These terms make a maximum contribution of 2% to the value 211 of g(r) and 0.5% to ψ(r), as shown in Figure 1 . The gravity profile is needed to obtain 212 the pressure, but neglecting the contribution from the density jump gives a P (r) [equation
213
(13)] that differs by at most 1% from the PREM pressure. g(r i ) is needed in equation (3); 214 however, as g is continuous across the ICB, g(r i ) can also be obtained from equation (10),
215
which matches PREM to within a fraction of a percent. The gravitational potential profile 216 is needed to evaluate Q g , but neglecting the contribution to ψ(r) from the density jump
217
gives an answer that is very close to previous studies (section 3). We therefore neglect the (10), (11) and (12); solid lines use these equations but omitting the terms that arise from the ICB density jump.
it is given by 222 P (r) = The adiabatic temperature satisfies the equation
where T cen is the temperature at the centre of the Earth, γ is the Grüneisen parameter and 228 φ is the seismic parameter. Here we approximate equation (14) by the polynomial
229
T a (r) = T cen (1 + t 1 r + t 2 r 2 + t 3 r 3 ).
Values for the coefficients t i are obtained from a least-squares fit to equation (14) using PREM. The coefficient T cen is set by the requirement that T a equals the melting temperature of the core mixture at the ICB.
233
We use the melting point data for pure iron from Alfè et al. (2002c) . These data are fit 234 with a polynomial of the form
235
T m,Fe (P ) = t m0 (1 + t m1 P + t m2 P 2 + t m3 P 3 ),
where values for the coefficients t mi are found from a least squares fit to the melting point 236 data.
237
The entropy of melting for pure iron ∆S Fe is written as
where the coefficients S i are obtained by fitting equation (17) contributions of all three elements to the gravitational terms Q g and E g and to the entropy 263 of molecular diffusion E a are calculated separately and combined by simple addition.
264
The presence of a light element X in the core depresses the melting temperature of pure ). This condition can be written
where µ is calculated according to 
292
The radial variation of thermal conductivity is parametrised by
where k 0 , k 1 and k 2 are coefficients that are obtained by fitting (22) to the data of Pozzo 
-10559 -9249 -10220 -9498 Table 1 : Mathematical quantities used in the paper and, where relevant, the numerical values used in the calculations. Quantities in the third section are constant in time. Values in the fourth section are given for the present day; they are determined from the radial core structure. Quantities in the fifth section depend on the density jump at the inner core boundary (ICB). PREM refers to the model with ICB density jump ∆ρ = 0.6 g cc −1 (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) and MG refers to the model with ICB density jump ∆ρ = 0.8 g cc 
Parameter Selection and Model setup 304
The expressions given in sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 allow each of the integrals in radius from a few tens of km to a few metres; the inner core apparently "disappears". It 314 is also possible for T a to cross T m twice, i.e. a transition from liquid to solid to liquid.
315
Such spurious behaviour is avoided by ensuring that dT a /dr obtained from equation (15) At the start of the calculation the coefficient T cen that anchors the adiabatic temperature
321
[equation (15)] is set such that T a is equal to the melting temperature at the present ICB 322 radius, r i = 1221 km. Subsequently, the CMB temperature is updated from the calculated 323 value of dT o /dt and this is used to calculate a new adiabat with a new value of T cen .
324
Liquid concentrations are evolved using equation (2). This is used to calculate a new 325 melting curve that, together with the updated adiabat, define the new ICB radius. The 326 core density (and hence gravity and pressure) may vary over time as the concentration 327 changes, but this effect has been omitted as it was in previous studies (see Nimmo, 2014, 328 for a review). We expect the effect to be minor because the concentration changes are very 329 small (as demonstrated below), while the density decrease due to increasing light element 330 concentration will be at least partially offset by a density increase as the core temperature 331 falls. Also, we only account for changes in k(r) due to the density jump and do not model 332 the effect of time-varying concentration. The melting temperature, and hence the adiabatic temperature, do depend on temporal changes in light element concentration and so the 334 coefficientsẼ andQ in equations (5) also change in time.
335
As discussed above, the lack of observational constraints on the time evolution of E J and 336 Q cmb mean they are effectively unknowns for the purpose of this study. To proceed we must 337 fix one to determine the other. For the purpose of constructing minimum bound models it 338 is clearly sufficient to take Q cmb = constant or E J = constant such that the minimum value 339 of E J in the past 3.5 Ga is ≥ 0. in section 4.1, is to set E J = 0, which gives the minimum allowable cooling rate (recall that 344 E J must be positive) and hence the oldest inner core and coolest ancient core temperature.
345
However, this case produces an unrealistically sharp increase in Q cmb at the time of inner core 346 formation (Labrosse, 2003) and is therefore purely illustrative. Nimmo (2007) suggests fixing 347 E J = constant before inner core nucleation and Q cmb = constant during inner core growth.
348
This prescription has the advantage of producing the basic shape of Q cmb (t) obtained in some 
372
The thermal conductivity also depends on the nature and amount of impurity. Differences 
Centre of Earth value J mol
-2.3 -1.9 use of different core compositions. Here we take a simple approach to account for these 
380
The amount of radiogenic heat production in the core is still highly uncertain (Nimmo, 
where t 1/2 = 1.248 Gyr is the half-life of 40 K and h 0 is the present day heat production due to 385 40 K. The time variation produces a factor of 7 variation in h over 3. Table 1 for the POLY, N14 and P12 models. The estimate of C r 419 using the POLY core structure is closest to the P12 value and differs by about 10% from 420 the value obtained with the N14 core structure. This difference affects the terms Q L , Q PL ,
421
Q g and the associated entropy terms.
422 Table 3 lists individual terms in the energy and entropy balance at the present-day for
423
Case 5 of P12. This Case was chosen as it has also been reproduced by Nimmo (2014) (his 424 we prescribe a time-independent ∆T X in equation (21) such than T m (r i ) = 5700 K rather 432 than calculating it by the method described in section 2.1.3. The N14 models also use a (24)) and this study (red solid line, equation (7)). Inset shows a close-up of the profiles near the CMB. Middle: radial variation of the adiabatic temperature using equation (14) Figure 3 shows the POLY and N14 models in Table 3 Table 3 . The present-day is at time t = 0.
Model
at least an order of magnitude smaller than the contribution from O. An example of this 460 behaviour is shown in section 4.2 below.
461
We note that considering just the present-day energetics of the core suggests that Case shows the importance of analysing the whole cooling history rather than just the present-day 466 energy budget.
467
The heat of reaction and pressure heating were ignored in the calculations shown in 468 Figure 3 and Table 3 in order to compare with previous results. These terms were found 469 to be small in the present-day core energy budget ). Table 4 470 shows how the inclusion of these terms affects the predicted inner core age and ancient core 471 temperature for the calculations in We now present models of marginal dynamo evolution, i.e. models with the minimum 480 E J such that E J ≥ 0 for all time. Unless stated, results use model MG for core chemistry.
481
Results for models with different values of ∆ρ, h and k(r o ) are summarised in Figure 7 .
482
Parameter values are listed in column 4 of Table 1 . Table 4 : Effect of changing the specific heat capacity C p , heat of reaction E h and pressure heating Q P + Q PL on predicted inner core age and core temperature at 3.5 Ga (T an ) for the Case shown in Figure 3 and Table 3 . The POLY core structure developed in section 2.1 has been used. Increasing E J to ensure the core remains superadiabatic for the last 3.5 Ga strongly 497 increases the power requirements. For the MG density jump and no radiogenic heating,
Fixed Dynamo Power
498
E J = 918 MW K −1 is required to ensure Q cmb > Q k . The model predicts an inner core age 499 of only 440 Myr and a very high CMB temperature of 7448 at 3.5 Ga.
500
Figure 5: Marginal dynamo evolution with Q cmb fixed during inner core growth and E J fixed prior to inner core formation. Two models are shown: h = 0 assumes no radiogenic heating; h = 300 ppm assumes 300 ppm of 40 K in the core at the present-day. Top panel: CMB heat-flux Q cmb and heat conducted down the adiabatic gradient Q k . Bottom panel: temperature at the top of the core is shown on the left ordinate; E J is shown on the right ordinate. The grey shaded region shows the range of lower mantle solidus temperatures estimated by Andrault et al. (2011) . The present-day is at t = 0. Parameters are given in Table 1 . See text for details.
Fixed CMB heat-flux
501 Figure 5 shows marginal dynamo evolution when Q cmb is fixed during inner core growth 502 and E J is fixed prior to inner core formation. E J increases rapidly during inner core growth stratified rather than unstable . Third, the gravitational energy re-leased by each light element is calculated. The contribution from O is dominant because 567 almost all the O partitions into the liquid on freezing in the model of core chemistry adopted 568 in this study.
569
The main results of the paper are summarised in Figure 7 . All cooling histories have 570 a young inner core, less than 600 Myr old, and core temperatures at 3.5 Ga between 4500 571 and 5500 K. These results are broadly consistent with those obtained by Nimmo (2014) 572 who found an inner core age of ≤ 700 Myrs and early core temperatures above 5000 K. It may be possible to obtain slower core cooling rates than those predicted in this study, 582 but the options are not particularly appealing. One option is to increase the amount of 583 radiogenic potassium in the core; however, the 300 ppm used in this study is on the upper 584 end of present estimates (Nimmo, 2014) and some studies argue that there is no radioactive 585 heating in the core at all (Davies, 2007) . Another possibility is that the uppermost core is inner core growth rate and melting point depression. One set of temperature profiles have 604 been adopted for this study. Future work will consider the effect of other choices.
605
The models in this study correspond to a state of marginal dynamo evolution, i.e. they 606 yield the minimum E J such that E J ≥ 0 for all time. In the Earth's core E J certainly 607 exceeds that for a marginal dynamo at the present-day and probably has done for the last possibly stratification at the top of the core.
616
A high present-day CMB heat flow of > 14 TW is needed to maintain the geodynamo 617 unless the top of the core in subadiabatic in which case 6-9 TW ensures a marginal dynamo.
618
At 3.5 Ga CMB heat flows of ∼15 TW are needed to maintain a marginal dynamo. We in the entropy terms E a , E k and E r are of the form X(r)/T a (r) and hence the analytical expressions are very long. We present the results for E r below; the derivations of E a andE k 649 are similar. In practice it is just as easy to numerically integral E a , E k and E r . Both 650 approaches have been attempted here and the results are very similar.
651
Secular Cooling
652
The secular cooling term is given by
Using equations (7) and (15) Using equations (7) and (12) 
Pressure Heating
657
The density differential can be written in terms of concentration, temperature and pressure: dρ = ∂ρ ∂c P,T dc + ∂ρ ∂T P,c dT + ∂ρ ∂P c,T dP.
We follow Gubbins et al. (1979) and use a simplified implementation of the pressure heating Q P that neglects the thermal and pressure effects on density so that Dρ Dt = ρα c Dc Dt .
These approximations are justified by the smallness of Q P and its associated entropy E P . The integral can be evaluated using equation (7) Here the index i runs from 0 to 2. The quantities X, Y and Z are given by
Here R 1 , R 2 and R 3 are the three roots of T a (r).
